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Group One Documents (66 documents)
These documents are SIGINT reports. The NSA has requested that the Board approve their requested
redactions (marked in blue highlighter). Each redaction is explained in detail, and substitute
language proposed, on the explanation sheets submitted by NSA and attached to the documents. The
staff concurs with the suggested postponements and recommends that the documents be released as
sanitized by the NSA, with the redacted information remaining classified until 2017.
Please initial
in the appropriate column below to indicate your assessment of each document.
RIF Number
144-10001-10051
144-10001-10052
144-10001-10054
144-10001-10055
144-10001-10056
144-10001-10058
144-10001-10059
144-10001-10060
144-10001-10061
144-10001-10062
144-10001-10063
144-10001-10065
144-10001-10066
144-10001-10067

CONCUR

DISCUSS

144-10001-10068

Group One Documents (Page 2)
144-10001-10069
144-10001-10070
144-10001-10071
144-10001-10072
144-10001-10073
144-10001-10074
144-10001-10075
144-10001-10076
144-10001-10077
144-10001-10078
144-10001-10080
144-10001-10081
144-10001-10082
144-10001-10083
144-10001-10084
144-10001-10085
144-10001-10086
144-10001-10087
144-10001-10088

CONCUR

DISCUSS

144-10001-10089
144-10001-10090

Group One Documents (Page 3)
144-10001-10091
144-10001-10092
144-10001-10093
144-10001-10094
144-10001-10095
144-10001-10096
144-10001-10097
144-10001-10098
144-10001-10099
144-10001-10100
144-10001-10101
144-10001-10102
144-10001-10104
144-10001-10105
144-10001-10106
144-10001-10107
144-10001-10108

CONCUR

DISCUSS

144-10001-10109
144-10001-10111
144-10001-10112
144-10001-10113

Group One Documents (Page 4)

CONCUR

DISCUSS

144-10001-10114
144-10001-10116
144-10001-10117
144-10001-10118
144-10001-10119
144-10001-10120
144-10001-10122
144-10001-10125
144-10001-10136

Group Two Documents

(7 miscellaneous documents)

The NSA has indicated in blue highlighter their requested redactions. The staff concurs with these
requests, and recommends that the records be released as sanitized by NSA, with the postponed
material being withheld until 2017. The NSA explanation and proposed substitute language is attached
to each document. Please indicate in the appropriate column your assessment of each document.
RIF Number
144-10001-10124
144-10001-100127

CONCUR

DISCUSS

144-10001-10130
144-10001-10134
144-10001-10138
144-10001-10143
144-10001-10146

Group 3 Documents

(3 documents)

The NSA has indicated that it would like these documents to be withheld in full. The staff concurs
with this assessment and recommends postponement in full, with the redacted material withheld until
2017. The NSA explanation is attached to each document. Please initial below in the appropriate
column to indicate your assessment for each document.
RIF NUMBER

CONCUR

DISCUSS

144-10001-10103
144-10001-10110
144-10001-10115

Conclusion
The staff feels it important to emphasize that the NSA has been extremely forthcoming and
cooperative with us regarding their proposed postponements. They have in each case provided an
explanation or justification for their requested redaction, and have indicated a willingness to answer
any further questions Board members or staff have regarding these documents.

